ALFinMOTION, Anna Lindh Foundation Mobility Programme – Second Edition

Mobility for Knowledge
Online application template (PREVIEW ONLY)

Description of the host organisation (applicant)
Name of the host organisation
Website/link to FB page of your organisation
Street/City/Postal code
Country: [scroll down only the eligible countries]
Person of contact for this call
Position
Email
Direct phone number with international country codes
Is your organisation a member of one of the ALF National Civil Society Networks? Yes/No
If yes, please paste the link of your profile on the ALF corporate website
If not, have you applied to become an ALF member? Yes/No When?

Description of the person mobilised who has to be affiliated to an organisation (hosted organisation)
Name of the hosted organisation
Website/link to FB page of the hosted organisation
Country: [scroll down only the eligible countries]
Is the hosted organisation a member of one of the ALF National Civil Society Networks? Yes/No
If yes, please provide the link of its profile on the ALF corporate website
If not, has the hosted organisation applied to become an ALF member? Yes/No When?
Name of the person who will be benefitting from the mobility
Position
Describe the specific experience of the person mobilised in relation to the proposed mobility
Gender: Male/Female/Other
Date of birth
Email
Direct phone number with international country codes
Departure city of the ALF mobility scheme
Arrival city of the ALF mobility scheme

Description of the mobility proposed (350 words maximum per question)
- Expected target dates for the proposed mobility
- Duration of the proposed mobility in days without the travel days
- City where the initiative will take place
- Explain the relevance of the proposed initiative in terms of Intercultural Dialogue
- Detail the profile/background complementarity between the host and the hosted organisation specifying the role and added value of each
- Elaborate on the geographic complementarity between the host and the hosted organisation
- Describe the type of document that you plan to produce jointly
- Outline the structure of the document that you plan to produce jointly
- Explain the target audience of the jointly produced document and how you plan to reach it (dissemination plan)
Privacy policy
By participating in this call, the host organisation (applicant) accepts the provisions of the ALF regarding patents, privacy and intellectual property, and the protection of personal data https://www.annalindhfoundation.org/privacy-policy

ALF monthly newsletter subscription:
   A- Subscribe me to the ALF monthly Newsletter to stay updated about new opportunities.
   B- Do not subscribe me.